ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

LANDING KLAX/KHHR: From RYDRR on track 103° to cross KEVVI at or above 10000, then on track 103° to cross BAYST at or above 9000 and at 240K, then on track 084° to cross JUUSE between 8000 and 9000, then on track 084° to cross CLIFY between 7000 and 8000 and at 210K, then on track 066° to cross DAHJR at 6000 and at 210K, then on track 071° to cross GADDO at 6000, then on track 071°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS
In the event of lost communications: RNP LAX arrivals proceed on the RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 24R approach at DAHJR or proceed on the ILS or LOC RWY 24R.